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General remarks 
PID (calibration) samples:  

 - Needed to measure PID performance (efficiency, systematic errors,..) for most of 
LHCb measurements. 

 - In principle, Turbo and Full Streams have different PID information 
[PID is partially different and PID variables are computed from different algorithms 
when written in Turbo and FULL Streams] 
      Turbo == as available in Hlt and resurrected by Tesla 
      Full == offline level info, Brunel + DaVInci + Stripping 

 - Analysts must access both versions on an event-by-event basis 

 - Early Measurements analyses (data from Turbo Stream) need to know quickly 
their own PID performance. 
 - EM need only a subsample of the PID lines (although all can be included in EM 
data taking for testing purposes). 
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General remarks 
PID (calibration) samples:  

 - RAW data of PID samples are priceless to evaluate [future/not yet envisaged] 
systematic effects and to allow data-driven development and calibration of PID 
reconstruction techniques. 
 - PID samples with full information (RAW+Hlt+Full) must be available along the 
whole Run2 

PID group has no strong opinion for having samples in Turbo or Full Streams, 
provided that all the above is guarantee. 
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PID lines: from Run1 to Run2 
 [the obvious and the less obvious about] PID lines:  

 - In Run1: no “explicit” PID lines in the Trigger; PID lines defined in the Stripping 
(in some cases applying selections based on trigger information) 

 - in Run2: explicit Hlt2 PID lines. Needed to define PID samples for Turbo data, 
useful to implement smarter selection (wider phase space, careful PID unbiased,…)  

 - for a while, we considered a duplication of the PID lines in Turbo and Full 
Stream: this approach was unnecessary and harmful and has been discontinued. 
[a secondary effect was the fictitious doubling of the PID lines, as per Roel 
presentation at A&S, Apr 2015, https://indico.cern.ch/event/331664/session/0/
contribution/2/material/slides/0.pdf. Here, slide 6, 62 PID lines were declared, while 
we have only 33 “real”(*) PID lines.] 

(*) see next slide 
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Hlt2 PID lines: all (33) 

We get xxx samples from: 
 - electrons from detached J/ψ→ee and B →K J/ψ(→ee) [“normal” and L0 versions] 
 - muons from detached J/ψ→µµ, B →K J/ψ(→µµ), detached φ→µµ, and Ds → π φ(→µµ) 
    [φ→µµ should provide low momentum sample] 
 - pions and kaons from Ks → ππ, D* → πD(→Kπ), D* → πD(→Kπππ)   
 - protons from Λ → pπ, Λb

0 → Λc
+π, Λb

0 → Λc
+µν, Σc

0 → Λc
+π-, and  Σc

++ → Λc
+π+.  

    [high p and very high p selections of Λ → pπ to enhance proton coverage]. 

 - suffix “-Turbo” in the names doesn’t mean the line will run necessarily on Turbo stream 
   [it is a remnant of the time when we wanted duplicate calibration lines] 

Hlt2 PID lines [see details in the next 2 slides] Defined Active in Run2 
Dilepton lines 6 6 
Charge conjugate of Dilepton lines 6 6 
Dielectrons lines with precomputed L0 calo info 4 - 
Lambda0 and Kshort lines 5 5 
Lambda0 and Kshort lines, with DownDown daughters 5 - 
Others 7 7 
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Hlt2 PID lines: all (33) 
From http://svnweb.cern.ch/world/wsvn/lhcb/Hlt/trunk/Hlt/Hlt2Lines/python/Hlt2Lines/PID/
Lines.py 

 Λ → pπ (LL and DD versions) 
[high p and very high p:   
 - enhance proton coverage 
 - actually cut on pT, line name stays] 

Ks → ππ (LL and DD versions) 

detached J/ψ→ee and B →K J/ψ(→ee) [L0]	
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Hlt2 PID lines: all (33) 

detached J/ψ→ee and B →K J/ψ(→ee)	


detached J/ψ→µµ, B →K J/ψ(→µµ), 
detached φ→µµ, and Ds → π φ(→µµ) 

D* → πD(→Kπ), D* → πD(→Kπππ)  

Λb
0 → Λc

+π, Λb
0 → Λc

+µν, 
 Σc

0 → Λc
+π-, and  Σc

++ → Λc
+π+ 
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Hlt2 PID lines: the EM subsample 
From http://svnweb.cern.ch/world/wsvn/lhcb/Hlt/trunk/Hlt/HltSettings/python/HltSettings/
Physics_draftEM2015.py [C. Linn, mail 15-05-2015]: 

Detached J/ψ→µµ	


B →K J/ψ(→ee)	


Λ → pπ	


Λb → Λc	


D* → πD(→Kπ)	


From Christian at PPTS 11 May [https://indico.cern.ch/
event/355690/contribution/1/material/slides/0.pdf] 

[we need to update rate information] 
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The model and the fate of PID samples 
The fate of PID samples in the actual computing 
model: 

1) Turbo stream + RAW; 
  a) Data processed with Tesla (HLT2 resurrection) 
  b) RAW undergo full Brunel + DaVinci 
reconstruction  
  [n.b. Turbo+RAW is a temporary option for 
commissioning only then - ASAP - move to Turbo 
only.] 

2) Full stream [+ RAW]; 
 a) Data undergo full reconstruction 
 b) Also Tesla output is needed 

 n.b. (1) is needed only during EM data taking to 
ensure PID calibration, then (2) can be used  

 When do we switch from Turbo to Full? 
   ASAP == somewhere in 2015; it implies some changes (TCK? Stripping? …) during data taking 
   ASAP == end of 2015; the same as above, but not while taking data 
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The model and the fate of PID samples 
The fate of PID samples in the actual computing 
model: 

1) Turbo stream + RAW; 
  a) Data processed with Tesla (HLT2 resurrection) 
  b) RAW undergo full Brunel + DaVinci 
reconstruction  
  [n.b. Turbo+RAW is a temporary option for 
commissioning only then - ASAP - move to Turbo 
only.] 

2) Full stream [+ RAW]; 
 a) Data undergo full reconstruction 
 b) Also Tesla output is needed 

 n.b. (1) is needed only during EM data taking to 
ensure PID calibration, then (2) can be used  

 When do we switch from Turbo to Full? 
   ASAP == somewhere in 2015; it implies some changes (TCK? Stripping? …) during data taking 
   ASAP == end of 2015; the same as above, but not while taking data 

Possible scenarios: 

 A) Save also the Turbo Banks 
in the Full Stream [preferred, 
some development still 
needed?];  

 B) Add a new Stream (with 
Turbo+RAW) to be used along 
the whole Run2 [already 
discussed and ~discarded at 
PCA meeting, 8th May.] 
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Information from Hlt 
[Turbo + Tesla in one slide for PID purposes] 

  Run I: 
• In Run I limited information on selected candidates was saved from the Hlt in the form of 
HltSelReports. 

  Run 2: 
 - Turbo stream allows the decays found in Hlt2 to be persisted (saves time and space) and 
much more information on the decay is saved: the reports maker increases the level of output 
to Turbo reports. (this includes PID - DLL for all hypotheses). 

 - For PID purpose, we need the same increase of level “available on Turbo reports” also 
when/if Hlt2 PID lines will be moved from Turbo to Full stream [see A) on slide 10] 

 - ProbNN are calculated on Hlt; we need to save the input variables [listed in the 
backup] used there. 

 - Even DLLs calculated in Hlt for Long tracks can be different with respect to the one 
calculated in Brunel, because the tracking is different. 

[details from Sean] 
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PID information in Hlt 

 - RICH PID will run with p/K/pi/mu/e belowThreshold hypotheses 
   [in Run1 K/pi or p/K/pi only] 

 - all 5 charged species [e/mu/pi/K/p] should have muon+calo+RICH PIDs available; 
everything calculated up-front (for long tracks). 
 - 6 CombDLLs + RICH status now in normal SelReports  
 [in Run1 this was possible only under special containers] 
 [possibility to do limited HLT DLL calibration using non-Turbo triggered events] 

 - Will be no upfront RICH PID for downstream tracks in the HLT 
 - Changes to the RICH reconstruction online and offline should mean this has no effect on the 
long track PIDs 

 - Lepton lines all in PID/ Muon lines require tag has isMuon, electron lines have DLLe>5 
 - New NoPIDs basic particles. For e and mu  this actually removes a PID cut. For p/K/pi the 
only difference between the 'Rich' and other particles is if they're required to be in RICH 
acceptance. 

 - Turbo stream has all you need to use PIDCalib in Turbo analysis. 

[details from Olli] 
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PID lines in Stripping 21 
 http://lhcb-release-area.web.cern.ch/LHCb-release-area/DOC/stripping/config/stripping21/
index.html#pid 
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Backup slides 
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How many PID lines? 
From Mika at 11 May PPTS: 

 - Friday 8 May 2015 

 - End of April 2015 
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PID lines: electron (8) 

'Electron' : { 
              'DetJPsiEEPosTagged’, 
              'DetJPsiEENegTagged’, 
              'B2KJPsiEESSTagged’, 
              'B2KJPsiEEOSTagged’ 
              }, 
'ElectronFromL0' : { 
              'DetJPsiEEL0PosTagged’, 
              'DetJPsiEEL0NegTagged’, 
              'B2KJPsiEEL0SSTagged’, 
              'B2KJPsiEEL0OSTagged’ 
              }, 

Run in 2015 

Don’t run in 2015 
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PID lines: muon (8) 

'Muon' : { 
              'DetJPsiMuMuPosTagged’ , 
              'DetJPsiMuMuNegTagged’, 
              'DetPhiMuMuPosTagged’, 
              'DetPhiMuMuNegTagged’, 
              'B2KJPsiMuMuSSTagged’, 
              'B2KJPsiMuMuOSTagged’, 
              'Ds2PiPhiMuMuSSTagged’, 
              'Ds2PiPhiMuMuOSTagged’, 
              }, 

Run in 2015 

Don’t run in 2015 
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PID lines: pion/kaon (5) 

            'Other' : { 
              'Ks2PiPiLL’, 
              'Ks2PiPiDD’, 
              'D02KPiPiPi’, 
              'D02KPiPiPiTag’, 
              'D02KPiTag’ # D0 -> Kpi noPID line 
              } 

Run in 2015 

Don’t run in 2015 
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PID lines: proton (12) 

            'Other' : { 
              'Lambda2PPiLL’, 
              'Lambda2PPiDD’, 
              'Lambda2PPiLLhighP’, 
              'Lambda2PPiDDhighP’, 
              'Lambda2PPiLLveryhighP’, 
              'Lambda2PPiDDveryhighP’, 
              'Lambda2PPiLLisMuon’, 
              'Lambda2PPiDDisMuon’, 
              'Lb2LcPi’, 
              'Lb2LcMuNu’, 
              'Sc02LcPi’, 
              'Scpp2LcPi’, 
              } 

Run in 2015 

Don’t run in 2015 
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ProbNN: input variables 

[https://indico.cern.ch/event/226062/contribution/1/material/slides/0.pdf] 
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Lines overlap 
From Mika at 11 May PPTS [https://indico.cern.ch/event/355690/contribution/2/material/
slides/0.pdf] 

Each cell is normalized to the second column. 
 e.g. 11% of PID/Calib is also selected by muons. But only 4% of muons are selected by PID/
Calib .Just reflects that the muons are 3x larger than PID/Calib. 

[from Mika] 
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Open points / questions 

How to manage the need of keeping RAW data for PID samples. 

Which is the better way to reduce [as per Mika proposal to PPG/LHCb, slide 20] the rate of 
PID sample?  [Now 1245 Hz = 1145 PID + 100 Trk, limit proposed at 1 kHz] 

How to preserve “the whole” PID information? 
  - SelReports should contain PIDX information, but not other more detailed PID-related info 
 - TurboReoports will contain a [more] complete PID-related info?  
 - The same will be available even when Hlt2-PID-lines will be moved from Turbo to Full?  
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Information from Hlt 
[Turbo + Tesla in one slide for PID purposes] 

  Run I: 
• In Run I limited information on selected candidates was saved from the Hlt in the form of 
HltSelReports. 

  Run 2: 
 - Turbo stream allows the decays found in Hlt2 to be persisted (saves time and space). 
 - As of Moore v23r2, for lines that are flagged to go to the Turbo stream - as easy as setting 
“Turbo = True” in the Hlt2 line - much more information on the decay is saved: the reports 
maker increases the level of output to Turbo reports. (this includes PID - DLL for all 
hypotheses). 

 - For PID purpose, we need the same increase of level “available on Turbo reports” also 
when/if Hlt2 PID lines will be moved from Turbo to Full stream. 

 -  

 - We need Tesla be able to restore its output also from Full Stream data  
    [i.e. as data were from Turbo] 

[details from Sean] 


